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This is our annual Conference issue of Currents. The Conference

is the main event of FiSCA’s calendar, and the staff works year-

round to make sure it is relevant to our industry, informative, 

effective and fun.

We were last in Las Vegas in 1999. If you were with us then, 

I’m sure you could not forget the earthquake that literally shook

many of us out of bed – or the even bigger quake when our

Conference Chairman, Manny Levy, welcomed us as an authentic

Elvis impersonator!

This year our Conference theme is Economic Inclusion and

Consumer Empowerment – really, in many ways, what we do

already. Our business model has proven to be the most effective

and low-cost method for providing sustainable financial services 

in low- and moderate-income areas. We provide the “on ramp” to

many people in this country for whom tying up money in a bank

account just doesn’t make sense. And, as both smart business

planning and smart public relations, we must do still more. To

ensure a secure future for our industry, we need to be sure that 

our customers can obtain all the financial services they need in our

locations. That means adding new products, and in some cases,

improving the ones we have. 

Bankers traditionally break down retail financial services into

payment, credit, and savings products. We have had the payment

products well in hand for more than half a century. For many of us,

the payday advance marked our introduction into credit products,

and the NetSpend savings card provided us with an opportunity to

enter the savings category. It is in the credit and savings categories

where we have the most room to grow, and where we can most

improve our economic inclusion profile. Toward that end, our asso-

ciation has undertaken a groundbreaking step at this Conference

with our Small-Dollar Loan Dialogue

Meeting, which brings together leaders from

government, consumer advocacy, bankers, the

financial service center industry, and others to work toward the

development of new credit products that make sense for our 

customers.

Adding to our expanded products, we can gain even more 

traction with both our customers and our critics by more actively

promoting Consumer Empowerment. Gerry Goldman’s “three-legged

stool” has gained wide acceptance – even enthusiasm – from those

who have often been critical of our industry. His program, in 

concert with our new products, closes the loop: savings, credit

scoring (with PRBC®) and finally, financial education – financial

education that speaks specifically to our customers and addresses

our product mix. 

You will be hearing more about these initiatives all throughout

the Conference. As challenging as these times are, these are very

good times for us – our industry is just beginning to reach its true

potential. We’re not just check cashers anymore, but multi-line

financial service providers. We invented our fee-for-service financial

transaction model. Now it’s time to reinvent ourselves yet again as

a mature and responsible industry, always on the lookout for better

ways to serve our customers’ needs.

Sincerely,

Joe Coleman, Chairman
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ON THE COVER:
Karen Hughes has been called the most

powerful woman to serve in the White

House. As Under Secretary of State Public

Diplomacy and Public Affairs, she reached

out around the globe to “wage peace.” 

You can learn more about her remarkable

career on page 7. 
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